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The temperature swing adsorption process
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Multistage fluidized bed cold flow model
Bed material:
 Glas beads (Geldart B)
Max. solids circulation rate:
 230 kg/h
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Internal downcomer design
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 Variation of:
 Downcomer lenght
 Downcomer width
 Inlet height
 Gas distributor design
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Cross section 220 x 22 220 x 16.5 220 x 11
Reached solids 
circulation rate 230 kg/h 230 kg/h 230 kg/h
Reached solids flux 13 kg/m²s 18 kg/m²s 26 kg/m²s
Downcomer variations
 Initial experiments
 Reduction of the downcomer lenght
66 x 11
230 kg/h
88 kg/m²s
Cross section 66 x 11 low inlet
Reached solids 
circulation rate 91 kg/h
Reached solids flux 35 kg/m²s
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Blockage of the downcomer
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Downcomer variations
 Sealing of the orifices below the downcomer section
Cross section
Reached solids 
circulation rate
Reached solids flux
11 x 55
230 kg/h
105 kg/m²s
AERATION 
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Downcomer variations
 Summary of all investigated downcomer designs
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Conclusions
 Reduction of the solids flux for lower inlet height 
 Highest solids fluxes measured for downcomers in the moving bed regime
 Limitation for moving bed downcomers by stage height
 Also high fluxes for downcomers in the fluidized bed regime
 Limitation for fluidized downcomers by slugging and blockage
 Slugging can be avoided by downcomer size or gas distributor design
Any Questions?
